Completeness properties of (il the category hlg(T) of 2"-algebras over a functor T : X -»• X and (ii) the subcategory X in the case where T = (T t y,yr\) is a monad, are investigated. It is known that if X is compact, then each X is compact; we present a functor
Introduction
Two examples of categories of algebras form the background of the present paper. One is a hypercomplete category which is not compact, thus answering the problem as to whether these two properties are equivalent, put by BiSrger, Tholen, Wischnewsky and Wolff [6] .
The other is a solid
Categories of algehras 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a cocomplete, hyper complete, wellpowered category } and let M be a chain-cocomplete class of monos containing all aoproduct injections. Then Alg(T) is hyperaomplete for each functor T : X ->• X preserving M-monos (T M £ M) and such that there is an object X isomorphic to TX + Y for some separator Y .

Proof. It is proved in LI SI
COROLLARY. Alg(T) for a set functor T is hypercomplete whenever there is a set X ^ 0 with card TX £ card X -1.
J i r i AdSmek.
In fact, the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied for M = monos. Each, set functor T preserves, non-empty monos, and we can redefine T on the empty set, putting T'X = TX for all X ? 0 and T'0 = 0 (.and analogously on maps) to obtain a set functor T' preserving a l l monos. The hypercompleteness of Alg(2V i s clearly equivalent to that of 'J Open problem. If Alg(2V is hypercomplete for a set functor T , does it follow that there is a set X / 0 with card TX S card X -1 ?
1.4 EXAMPLE. For the power-set functor PLPX = exp X and
In fact, for each cardinal n > 0 we can choose a map x : Pn •*• n satisfying x CM) i U for any set M q n .
Then the large discrete diagram of all of these algebras (n } x ) does not have a compatible source in AlgQPJ . In fact, consider an arbitrary P-algebra (I, y) . cardinal n , then P-algebra (I } y) . Given a homomorphism f : Of, y) •*• (n, x ) for some
which, implies PfCY) = n , that is, / i s onto. Thus, card Yin.
On the other hand, in a hypercomplete category each diagram obviously has a compatible source.
1.5 Recall from [ H ] that a category K is said to be compact if each functor with domain K preserving a l l (possibly large) colimits existing in K is a left adjoint.
1.6 PROPOSITION. Alg(P*) ie hyperaomplete but non-aompaat for the quotient P* of the power-set funotor modulo finite sets, that is, the following functor
Proof. hlqCP*) is hypercomplete by 1.3, since for a two-point set X we have card P*X = 1 = card X -1 . 
z^M) .
In order to proye (*) , we assume the contrary, and derive a contradiction. Let n be a cardinal larger than card J and assume, for simplicity, that J n n = 0 , that is, ¥ does not contain ordinals 
At a successor ordinal we show that Y u i, £ h(Y) implies i e h(Y)
[and thus,
Let M e P*J be a set with
The limit steps are clear.
Topologicai-algebraicity and solidness
2.1 A concrete category K over a base-category X is said to be topologically-algebraic if it has free objects and (epi, initial)- 
The concept of a solid category was introduced by [£] , [76] and [/7] , and has often been called a semi-topological category. The following has been proved in [5] and [7] for each cocomplete, cowellpowered base-category X : id * large sources, we factor a small subsource representing all of the extremal co-images of the members of the source.
EXAMPLE. There is a monad T over Pos, the category of posets, such that Pos is not topologically-algebraic. In fact, a monad T such that Pos is not cocomplete is exhibited in [3] , and topologicallyalgebraic functors lift colimits.
PROPOSITION. Let X be a cocomplete, E-oowellpowered category with a morphism factorization system (E,M) . For each functor T : X •* X preserving E-epis (that is, TE £ E), equivalent are: Ci) T is a varietor; (HI AlgCTj is topologically-algebraic.
Remark. Furthermore, for each monad T preserving E-epis, X is topologically-algebraic -the proof is analogous. The proof will be concluded if we verify that for each extremal epi
f : (X 3 x) ->• (J) y) in KlgCT) , Y is isomorphic to an object in X* :
since X* is a small set, it follows that A\g(T) is cowellpowered with respect to extremal epis. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a finitely complete category with intersections. Then for each T : X •*• X the category P Alg(T) is monotopologicalj that is, has initial lifts of structured monosources.
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Proof. Let us work with a larger category R hlg(T) of relational algebras, that is, relations from TX to X (represented by a span TX *^-X~ > X such that m and x are collectively mono) with morphisms defined as above. We prove that R AlgCW is topological and then we conclude that P Alg(2V is monotopological as follows : given a structured monosource in P Klg(T) :
we can find its initial lift TX <^-X'-^-*X in R Alg(T) and then m is a mono, hence, this is an initial lift in P hlg(T) . In fact, let •
COROLLARY. Let X be complete and wellpowered. Then each X and Alg(T) is a strongly fibre-small category, that is 3 every X e X has a small set of representative structured maps from X to algebras.
In fact, since X is wellpowered, P Alq(T) is fibre-small and, being monotopological, it is thus strongly fibresmall. Consequently, each full subcategory is strongly fibresmall.
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in the following proposition has been established, under more restrictive hypotheses, in [73J.
2.10 PROPOSITION. Let T = (T t n, u) be a monad on a finitely complete category X with intersections and coequalizers. Equivalent are:
(.ii) X has coequalizers;
dii) partial T-algebras have free T-completions, that is, X is reflective in PAlgCT).
Proof, i ->• ii is clear since solidness implies lifting of colimits.
ii -*• iii For each partial T-algebra TX < X n * X we form the coequalizer in X : Let X = APos denote the category of A-coraplete posets, (that is, such that each non-empty up-directed set has a join) and A-continuous maps (;that is, those preserving directed joins) .
Let T : X -»• X be the "discretization" functor, assigning to each poset X the discretely ordered poset TX with the same underlying set. Then K\q(T) is the category of ordered unary algebras where the order is A-complete (and unrelated to the operation). We shall prove that Alg(T) , as a concrete category over Set , is solid but not topologically-algebraic. Remark. A solid category over Set which is not topologically algebraic was first exhibited by BSrger and Tholen [5] .
Open problem. Does there exist a monad on a "reasonable" category X such that the Eilenberg-Moore category is solid, but not topologicallyalgebraic over X ?
